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Hay Bale​. 400lbs. 4’ x 4’ x 5’. alfalfa, silage wrap. farmed and baled c/o John Grunder, 
Covert, NY. 
 
Fan​. 2000-4000 CFM. 32” x 14” x 29”. metal vent, disco light, ​Grundrisse​ (Penguin 
Classics), cinderblock, Amra’s carpet fan, duct, wall interior. 
 
Curtain​. 70 lbs. dims, 20 yards. linen, airplane wire, steel, thread, marker. linens 
purchased in Sammarcolles, France and sewn by Emma Rhoads. 
It is a general illumination which bathes all the other colours and modifies their 
particularity. It is a particular ether which determines the specific gravity of every being 
which has materialized within it. ​- Karl Marx, 1857 Introduction. 
 
Mound/Pit​. 1 ton, 5’ x 3’ x 5’. 1080 lbs of 3/8 pea gravel c/o Metropolitan Lumber, 920 
lbs of pebbles c/o Sandy Hook Beach NJ, plastic sandbags. 
 
Irrigation​. weight variable, 50’ x 1”. rubber hose, utility closet, 4 mil poly sheeting.  
 
Park Bench​. 154 lbs. 6’ x 3’ x 2’. oak, iron, steel, brass, central park green. 1939 Worlds 
Fair Bench designed by Robert Moses and Kenneth Lynch. fabricated by Kenneth 
Lynch ​“I felt a part of the landscape I could get behind - I wanted to climb on top of you. 




The first assignment I was given at Hunter MFA in fall 2015, by professor A.K. Burns, 
was to figure out how to elevate my body. ​I found a free scaffolding in Greenpoint, locked 
it to a sign post, borrowed a friend’s van to get it to the studio, grommeted a carpet pad, 
and used ratchet straps to hang a kind of hammock. I invited friends to hang out in there 
with me and still have the negative imprint of our weight recorded in that piece of felt. If I 
were that assignment now, I’d just jump.  
 
^A Weather of her Wake​ (​^AWohW​) accumulated  ​over the last year through a process 1
of reading, letter writing, therapy, dates, farming, keeping fires going, plumbing sinks, 
dragging tarps, dancing, a little drawing, and many conversations. ​This ​sifting of fictions 
toward a biographical narrative I could get behind led to a practice I came to call 
‘self-espionage’. ​Espionage​ privileges time, embodies a politics of slowness—careful 
hours of leafing thru, opening the door left ajar, pulling out the drawers, or a nod in an 
em dash as allusion to another possible reality. It becomes a kind of relay race, going 
back to fetch information in an effort to elaborate what constitutes history.  2
 
1 Federici, Sylvia. “On Primitive Accumulation, Globalization, and Reproduction.” In ​Re-Enchanting the 
World: Feminism and the Politics of the Commons​. 16-17. Oakland: PM Press, 2019. “This means that 
the history of primitive accumulation past and present cannot be fully comprehended until it is written not 
only from the viewpoint of the future or former waged workers, but from the viewpoint of the enslaved, the 
colonized, the indigenous people whose lands continue to be the main target of the enclosures, and the 
many social subjects whose place in the history of capitalistic society cannot be assimilated into the 
history of the waged.”  
2 Marx, Karl. “Introduction: Late August - Mid-September 1857.” In ​Grundrisse: Foundations of the 
Critique of Political Economy (Rough Draft), ​translated by Martin Nicolaus. 106-107. London: Penguin 
Books, 1973. “​In all forms of society there is one specific kind of production that predominates over the 
rest, whose relations thus assign rank and influence to the others. It is a general illumination which bathes 
all the other colours and modifies their particularity. It is a particular ether which determines the specific 
gravity of every being which has materialized within it.” 
6 
Evidence of this espionage was carried into the ‘field’​, ​where I produced  a series of 3
collaborative circumstances for groups of people in specific places . We used various 4
tools and commodities  ​to engineer mutual support structures, and materialize somatic 5
possibilities for accessing previously unfamiliar agencies. Beside one another, diverse 
experiences hold the potential to cross new thresholds. ​Labouring together or apart from 
systems which determine our means of sustenance, we shape our own epistemologies. 
Laying this lattice for living proximity to means of survival frames a person’s perspective, 
determines their gaze, and habituates a vocabulary of gestures in that direction. 
 
In any act of site specific performance, the ‘stage’ becomes a context that imparts 
symbolic meaning onto the ‘bodies’ performing on it. As a viewer, it is not to be 
overlooked that the bodies on stage, engaged in performative labour, representing 
whatever fiction might be mapped onto them for the sake of the production, continue to 
be individual sentient beings within their own stories. The crew of ​^AWohW​ included 
thirteen female born or trans artists and dancers, with various levels of movement 
3 Federici, ​Re-Enchanting the World: Feminism and the Politics of the Commons​, 16-17. “This was the 
methodology that I used in ​Caliban and the Witch​ to analyze primitive accumulation from the viewpoint of 
its effects on ‘women,’ the ‘body’, and production of labour power, arguing that this approach gives us a 
much broader understanding of the historical processes that have shaped the rise of capitalism than we 
gain from Marx’s work, where the discussion of primitive accumulation centers on preconditions for the 
formation of waged labour.”  
4 Nationalpark Unteres Odertal. 16303 Schwedt . The Lower Or Valley International Park is a shared 
German-Polish nature reserve, separated by the Oder River. Enfield, New York. Eden’s Expressway. 
Dance Studio rented through Movement Research. 538 Broadway, New York. Where I first started 
working with K.J. Holmes in her class ‘Athletics of Intimacy’. K.J. likes to tell us how when Simone Forti 
had her studio downstairs she would refer to the traffic on Broadway as ​The River. 
5 Marx, Karl. “Chapter 2: The Process of Exchange.” In ​Capital: Volume One​, translated by Ben Fowkes. 
178. New York: Random House, 1976. “In order that these objects may enter into relation with each other 
as commodities, their guardians must place themselves in relation to each other as persons whose will 
resides in those objects, and must behave in such a way that each does not appropriate the other, and 
alienate his own, except through an act to which both parties consent. The guardians must therefore 
recognize each other as owners of private property.” 
7 
experience. Rehearsals included explorations into where we hold gravity in our bodies, 
what it means to find our own fictions, how we get an object from here to there, and what 
interactions arise from mutual engagement in a task. We practiced ‘cruising’ as means 
toward agency—gazing into each other’s left eye, passing by, inviting in, or pushing 
away. And, we read texts aloud in order to translate language into gestural form. In 
social space these syntactic fragments constellated into previously unknown shapes and 
patterns. T​he sessions affirmed collectivity’s demand for a politics of slowness in action. 
Even​ when nobody else is around, I never dance or write alone.   6
 
In January 2017, I took my first dance class. It was a five day Trisha Brown intensive at 
Barnard College, where I was the only untrained body of the eighteen participants. 
Starting to dance at age thirty gave me the privilege to feel what it was like for my body 
to move from not knowing to getting to know​. As I trained my muscles to learn phrase, I 
was corporeally aware of w​hose gestures we were learning, which gestures get to be 
repeated, and how these gestures are archived into collective muscular memory . 7
Nevermind who gets to call themselves a ‘dancer’. Publicly personifying the professional 
title of ‘dancer’ depends on having had access to education, time, and space for training. 
These resources are ultimately designated by class, the social system of which is 
historically structured on the subjugation of certain identity groups.  
6 ​Stefano Harney and Fred Moten. ​The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study​. 108. Brooklyn: 
Autonomedia, 2013. “But, once you enter into that social space, terms are just one part of it, and there’s 
other stuff too. There are things to do, places to go, and people to see in reading and writing - and it’s 
about maybe even trying to figure out some kind of ethically responsible way to be in that world with other 
things.” 
7 Kathy Acker. ‘Against Ordinary Language: The Language of the Body’ (1993). In ​Bodies of Work​. 22. 
London and New York: Serpent's Tail, 1997.  
8 
Movement as an artistic discipline asks that the definition of ‘culture’, particularly in the 
West, continue to expand how it defines ‘dance’. It does not help that ​culture​ is designed 
to quarantine radical thought into private museums and institutions, disarming potential 
actions for change in the name of protecting capitalist ‘progress’. This latent contradiction 
in creative practice must be integrated into concepts of art pedagogy—that is, if 
modelling an ethics of community and equity in artistic production is valuable to the 
poetic relations of one’s creative work. Capturing the proliferous and heterogenous 
archive of the ephemeral requires re-evaluating allocation of support, distribution, and 
maintenance of an intersectional archive of the performing arts. ​When we have the 
occasion to witness evidence of intentional exclusionary mechanisms, it can be 
instructive to observe who chooses to look the other way. ​I believe dance holds vast 
potential for social change if we can keep pay attention long enough to reconsider what 
else we ‘should’ be doing with each other.  
 
I attempted to eliminate ‘should’ from my mental and verbal vocabulary as a teen, not 
digging the general social imperative, nor the potential for disappointment in hope. But 
recently I had a thought—that through desire, and the palpable quality of its negation, 
should​ could redeem itself as a meaningful auxiliary verb. ​Would/should/could ​are past 
participles of ​will/shall/can​. So, when used in a future tense they allude to something 
already missing. To use a banal example, if I say ‘I ​should​ do the dishes’, the event ends 
at its very utterance. I’ve implicitly failed before the event even begins. If I say instead, ‘I 
shall​ do the dishes’, I make a declaration of action. Were the dishes already done, by 
9 
someone who does them more often than me, I might say “I ​should​ ​have​ done the 
dishes”. Here, the conditional past tense ​should​ works as a modal verb , but only as an 8
allusion to that which is missing.  
 
This sense of loss is a part of utopic possibility. In his seminal text ​Cruising Utopia​, José 
Esteban Muñoz writes, 
This performative insistence on “the nothing” (the not there) over the presentness 
of the happening (what is there) is both queer and utopian. Utopia is always about 
the not-quite-here or the notion that something is missing.  9
 
That which ​should ​have been, ​could ​have, ​would ​have if, can act as a site for reparation, 
of reclamation, a possibility to envision what ​could​ be, “​were it not for—.​ ”  In his 10
attempts at recuperating utopic thinking from idealist machinations, Muñoz builds on the 
ideas of Ernst Bloch  who, in conversation with Theador W. Adorno entitled 11
‘Something’s Missing’, states that “In so far as we are not allowed to cast the picture of 
utopia, in so far as we do not know what the correct thing would be, we know exactly, to 
be sure, what the false thing is.”  Assigning semiotic value to the possibility of the not 12
yet known depends on the condition of identifying that which is not present. In the 
8 Wikipedia: ​A modal verb is a type of verb that is used to indicate modality – that is: likelihood, ability, 
permission, request, capacity, suggestions, order, obligation, or advice. Modal verbs always accompany 
the base (infinitive) form of another verb having semantic content. 
9 Muñoz, José Esteban. “Utopia’s Seating Chart.” In ​Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer 
Futurity.​ 118. New York: New York University Press, 2009.  
10 Ashkin, Michael. ​were it not for—​, designed by Hans Gremmen. Amsterdam: fw:books, Wilco art books, 
2019. 
11 Bloch, Ernst. ​The Spirit of Utopia.​ Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000.  
12 ‘Something’s Missing : A Discussion between Ernst Bloch and Theodor W. Adorno on the 
Contradictions of Utopian Longing”. The title of which is from Bertolt Brecht’s 1930 opera ‘Rise and Fall of 
the City of Mahagonny’.  
10 
negative image of ‘the false thing’ we find a window to project a vision of what ​should 
have been into the landscape of ‘queer futurity’. 
 
In 2019, I hear my teen friends not convinced they want to go to college, not convinced 
it’s a good idea to reproduce, not convinced that people in power are doing enough to try 
to save the earth. Many of them refuse the status quo in terms of gender/sexuality , are 13
exercising their voices through protest, gesturing toward new systems of support, and 
mobilizing environmental activism. They aren’t asking themselves what they want to be 
when they grow up. They are asking if there will be anything left to grow up into. Which is 
why it is imperative to have these discussions around that which is not, that we may find 
over and over again what is missing, with the means to imagine something different in 
that space of lack.  ​I am reminded of the many ​queer elders and mentors who would be 14
fighting, singing, and fucking among us today, were it not for A.I.D.S., and violent acts of 
hatred.  They ​should ​be here. This flagrant omission in ​queer​ heritage makes mourning 15
a part of the future.  
13 Preciado, Paul B. “Technogender.” In ​Testo Junkie: Sex Drugs, and Biopolitics in The 
Pharmacopornographic Era​. 117. New York: Feminist Press, 2013. “The certainty of being a man or a 
woman is a somato-poli​tical biofiction produced by a collection of body technologies, pharmacologic and 
audiovisual techniques that determine and define the scope of our somatic potentialities and function like 
protheses of subjectification.” 
14 Muñoz, José Esteban. “Utopia’s Seating Chart.” In ​Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer 
Futurity.​ 118. New York: New York University Press, 2009. “This performative insistence on “the nothing” 
(the not there) over the presentness of the happening (what is there) is both queer and utopian. Utopia is 
always about the not-quite-here or the notion that something is missing.” 
15 In 2019 there were atleast 25 murders of transgender or gender non-conforming people reported in the 
United States alone, the majority of whom were transwomen of color. 
https://www.hrc.org/resources/violence-against-the-transgender-community-in-2019 
11 
From this position, who is permitted a view of the horizon?  Whether in Virginia Woolf’s 16
A Room of One’s Own​, or E.M. Foerster’s ​A Room with a View​, architecture continually 
implies itself as crucial to self-fulfillment. The gaze of the gays hold a historically 
structural precedent that I think it’s time we reach beyond. What if the ground beneath us 
is not even stable enough to support a gesture of pointing toward somewhere else?   17
 
A couple of months ago, my father and I were talking about not feeling comfortable in 
white spaces, particularly regarding internalized shame he carries toward his Japanese 
mother. I mentioned how identifying as a QTPOC (Queer & Trans Person of Color) 
interfaced with prior notions of passing. He looked confused and said “But you’re not gay 
because you’re they. Right?” To which I replied, “Well Papa, I’m attracted to other 
trans/non-binary people, so that makes me ​extra​ gay”.   18
 
This appearance of reality through sexual action becomes an evidentiary form of identity, 
wherein our narratives are validated through desire-based action.  To witness someone 19
16 Abdurraqib, Hanif. “A Night in Bruce Springsteen’s America.” In They Can’t Kill Us Until They Kill Us. 
20. Columbus: Two Dollar Radio, 2017. “I have been thinking a lot about the question of who gets to revel 
in their present with an eye still on the future, and who gets discussed as though nothing about them 
could be promising.” 
17 Low, Trisha. ​Socialist Realism​. 94. Brooklyn: Coffee House Press, 2019. “Give a girl a room of her own 
and she can produce a whole world, we’ve been told by many. She can write her own zine, find her own 
band, create her own blog, all that bulshit. But sometimes a room isn’t safe at all. Sometimes imagination 
can be its own prison.” 
18 Preciado, Paul B. “Technogender.” In ​Testo Junkie: Sex Drugs, and Biopolitics in The 
Pharmacopornographic Era​. 117. New York: Feminist Press, 2013. ​Gender is an operational program 
capable of triggering a proliferation of sensory perceptions under the form of affects, desires, actions, 
beliefs, and identities. One of the characteristic results of such a technology of gender is the production of 
inner knowledge of oneself, with a sense of a sexual self that appears to be an emotional reality that is 
evident to consciousness. 
19 Sedgewick, Eve Kosofsky. “Introduction: Axiomatic.” In ​Epistemology of the Closet​. 22. Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1990. ​“In dealing with an open-secret structure, it’s only by being 
shameless about risking the obvious that we happen into the vicinity of the transformative.”  
12 
seeing you as someone you want to be is the first step in any belief system. The 
endocrine system opens up new possibilities for hormonal experimentation and gender 
embodiment. However, I fear that violent modes of cis-heteropatriarchal identification are 
continuing to impose normalization strategies of exclusion and assimilation—they 
operate under the guise of medical diagnosis and ‘treatment’, while purporting values of 
inclusion and representation.   20
 
To quote Trace Peterson from her reading at Poetry Project last week, “We may never 
pass but we slip though.”  Under ideal conditions, this slipping through should happen at 21
a moderate pace, with sufficient friction and support to engender enough trust to reach 
out—for what we want—with confidence that someone will catch us if we fall. The art of 
catching asks that we rigorously practice the art of falling. My dance teacher K.J. Holmes 
once scolded me in class, and instructed that I had to let myself fall ​with​ the other 
person. That if I tried to catch the full weight of their impact we would both get hurt. As 
Muñoz puts it, 
Queer dance is hard to catch, and it is meant to be hard to catch—it is supposed 
to slip through the fingers and comprehension of those who would use knowledge 
against us. But it matters and takes on vast material weight for those of us who 
perform or draw important sustenance from performance.   22
 
20 Ibid. 26. ​“In this century, in which sexuality has been made expressive of the essence of both identity 
and knowledge, it may represent the most intimate violence possible.”  
21 Peterson, Trace. ​Since I Moved In​. Tucson: Chax Press, 2019.  
22 Muñoz, José Esteban. “Gesture, Ephemera, and Queer Feeling.” In ​Cruising Utopia: The Then and 
There of Queer Futurity.​ 81. New York: New York University Press, 2009.  
13 
Despite my efforts to ‘dematerialize’  my practice over the four and a half years I was at 23
Hunter, ​my thesis show ended up weighing approximately one and a half tons, crew not 
included. ​Hay Bale​ [400 lbs], ​Fan​ [2000-4000 CFM], ​Curtain​ [70 lbs], ​Mound/Pit​ [1 ton], 
Irrigation​ [variable weight], ​Park Bench​ [154 lbs]. These six props re-materialize as 
metonymic platforms for modes of relation in space—accumulating stories with which to 
fashion new fictions as we move through them together. In their material form, each of 
these objects supports a different plane of ‘performativity’  from which to de/ascend.  24
 
^AWohW​ presented seven different arrangements of thirteen dancers,  among the six 25
props, over the course of a two week exhibition in the Hunter MFA gallery. In this series 
of performances, I wanted to see what relational dynamics took shape within the limits 
and possibilities of a solo, duet, trio, quartet, quintet, or sextet. The repetition and 
difference I found in witnessing the different configurations gave me the occasion as a 
director to track what was missing in the score. Although the props were not ​fabricated 
as sculptures, I am ambivalently aware that they take on the role of sculptural objects as 
23 Ibid. “Rather than dematerialize, dance rematerializes. Dance like energy, never disappears; it is simply 
transformed. Queer dance, after the live act, does not just expire. The ephemeral does not equal 
unmateriality. It is more nearly about another understanding of what matters. It matters to get lost in 
dance or to use dance to get lost: lost from the evidentiary logic of heterosexuality.” 
24 Butler, Judith. “Subversive Bodily Acts.” In ​Gender Trouble​. 185. New York: Routledge,1990. “In other 
words, acts, gestures, and desire produce the effect of an internal core or substance, but produce 
produce this ​on the surface ​of the body, through the play of signifying absences that suggest, but never 
reveal, the organizing principle of identity as a cause. Such acts, getsures, enactments, generally 
construed, are ​performative ​in the sense that the essence or identity that they otherwise purport to 
express are ​fabrications ​manufactured and sustained through corporeal signs and other discursive 
means.” 
25 Chelsey Becher, Charmaine Bee, Amra Causevic, Jazmine Hayes, Staver Klitgaard, Matthias Kodat, 
Jessi Li, E.S. Mahler, Ursula Marcussen, Kristina Schmidt, Brooke Stoker, Leah Wilks, zaybra 
14 
soon as the performers leave the room. The ‘real’ ​remains of​ ​^AWohW​ continue to be 
made evident in the wake of their unfolding.  26
 
In each of our own becomings there is a natural cleave that pulls us from those that bring 
us into the world, whether it be our mothers, mentors, or lovers. This separation of 
consciousness is integral to human ‘progress’ because when we split from our 
phenomenological sources of knowledge, we get the chance to re-approach ourselves. 
Typical of the last decade of our relationship, the tides of Virginia Woolf rushed in just a 
couple of weeks before the show. ​Then h​alf-way through the production, as I might have 





   
26 Muñoz, José Esteban. “Gesture, Ephemera, and Queer Feeling.” In ​Cruising Utopia: The Then and 
There of Queer Futurity.​ 71. New York: New York University Press, 2009. “I have been making a case for 
the hermeneutics of residue that looks to understand the wake of performance. What is left? What 
remains? Ephemera remain. They are absent and they are present, disrupting a predictable metaphysics 
of presence. The actual act is only a stage in the game; it is a moment, pure, and simple. There is a 
deductive element to performance that has everything to do with its conditions of possibility, and there is 
so much that follows.” 
15 
 November 21, 2019 
Fuck you Virginia Woolf, 
 
Really, fuck you. With all those ecstatically crafted sentences, you did a really bad job 
modeling. You bought into a lot of colonialist crap​. Is the only reason I have you here to 
get angry at because you stayed in a closeted relationship with your publisher, and 
were proximate to land ownership? Yeah, I know you dropped plenty of gay hints. That 
you were fucking your female friends (more than I was doing for too long). In ​A Room of 
One’s Own​ you quote Mary Carmichael’s writing if “Chloe likes Olivia” in ​Life’s 
Adventures , in order to say “Sometimes women do like women.”  Would you identify 27 28
as one in 2019? Two years later, you anticipate your own suicide in ​The Waves​. Which 
you follow through with ten years after that. All your depression, headaches and 
malady. Did you ever consider that you were somatizing your own oppression, living a 
contradiction impossible to comprehend? I’m tired of this line of espionage into your 
repression, and whatever transference I created with you has to stop. 
 
In winter 2012, I fired my therapist Yvonne because she told me I was like you. I said, 
“Why don’t you just tell me to fill my pockets with rocks and walk into the river?” At that 
point, I was still passing as a straight white women, or maybe I wasn’t, but I was trying 
to, or, it’s complicated. What I know now, is that I didn’t know my desire then. I was 
27 ​Life’s Adventures ​by Mary Carmichael is a fictional book and author invented by Woolf.  
28 Woolf, Virginia. ​A Room of One’s Own​. 82. Orlando: Harcourt Brace & Company, 1929. 
16 
running this collective arts organization in Ithaca , the mission of which was to change 29
according to the needs of our community. But who was ‘our’ community? And what 
were ​our ​needs? Who got to be there? And why did I perpetually quote you for every 
press release?  My friend hosted a workshop on shame this summer  where I did an 30 31
exercise on being an irresponsible president of an organization, not modelling what I 
was demonstrating.  Just prior to that workshop a lover lent me ​The Faggots & Their 32
Friends , a book that came out of Lavender Hill . Reading Morgan Bassichis’s intro I 33 34
put it together that Yvonne, founding member of Lavender Hill that he interviews, ​was 
my ex-therapist. Yvonne and I ran into each other at the co-op in September and are 
going to get a coffee soon. I’m curious to ask about her feelings about you.  
 
But seriously, as articulate as you are about the ways that capitalism and oppression 
historically form one another, you failed to embody your ethic. Look, I don’t know what it 
was like to be a white, British, AFAB writer in the first half of the 20th century, and I’m 
invested in taking an approach of opacity  when it comes to trying to relate to others’ 35
29 Complimenta Inc. co-founded in 2012 by Chip Chapin and Elliott Elliott. Ithaca. NY. Board of Directors: 
Owen Hutchinson, Michael Ashkin, Leslie Brack, Melissa Constantine, and Zayne Armstong. 
30 COMPLIMENTA(I) [2012]: “At length, desisting, all ceased together, gathered together, all sighed 
together. . . “ - ​To the Lighthouse​, 1927. 
COMPLIMENTA(II) [2013]: “Yes, yes, yes, the tide rushed out embracing. No, no, no, it contracted 
(contacted) [sic].” - ​Between the Acts, ​1941. 
COMPLIMENTA(III) [2014]: “The meaning is just on the far side of language.” - ​The Voyage Out​, 1915. 
31 Ponderosa. Stolzenhagen, Germany.  
32 The difference between modeling and demonstrating came out of a conversation with Miguel Guttierez 
about public vulnerability in facilitating groups. 
33 Larry Mitchell, and Ned Asta. ​The Faggots & Their Friends​, edited by Morgan Bassichis Tourmaline. 
Brooklyn: Nightboat Books, 2019.  
34 Lavender Hill: A gay and lesbian commune started in Ithaca, New York in 1974. (That was as far as I 
can see completely white.) 
35 Glissant, Èduoard. ‘On Opacity.’ In ​Poetics of Relation​. 190. Michigan: University of Michigan 
Press,1997. “Agree not merely to the right to difference but, carrying this further, agree also to the right to 
opacity that is not enclosure within an impenetrable autarchy but subsistence within an irreducible 
17 
experiences. But Jinny, you left us a problematic legacy with all that seductively crafted 
language, and dare I say you didn’t live your practice, properly address your own 
position of privilege, recognize at whose cost you were allowed the time to tell us what 
you had to say. I’m not saying you weren’t self-aware. I sense that you deeply felt your 
contradictory social position. Still, you made some questionable choices.  
 
I entitled my MFA thesis project ​^A Weather of her Wake​, after deciding the use ​The 
Waves​ as the character structure for my score. I know they were all you . As I was 36
sitting down to write my last letter to you (admittedly upon assignment from A.K.) I said 
to my classmate Ela  that I was writing in your wake. The thing is, I’m not actually 37
cruising in your direction. I am precisely on a different navigational track. One on which 
we can’t choose which issues to address in order of convenience, rather, one on which 
we account for the cost of our physical/mental well-being and future residence on this 
planet. Where it is imperative to acknowledge that the entire system is built of 
hierarchical structures of oppression based not only on gender and sexuality, but on 
race, class and religion. The Oxford English Dictionary defines wake as “The 
disturbance caused by a body swimming, or moved, in water”, and uses the example “to 
get so close to her as to be able to see, and steer by, her wake. to stay a weather of a 
wake.”  I got in so close I could smell the rank tides of neoliberalism pooling. But 38
singularity. Opacities can coexist and converge, weaving fabrics . . . The right to opacity would not 
establish autism; it would be the real foundation of Relation, in freedoms..” 
36 Woolf, Virginia. ​A Writer’s Diary​, ed. by Leonard Woolf. 170. New York: Harcourt Brace & Company, 
1953. “I wonder if it is good to see remoteness—that is, that ​The Waves ​is not what they say. Odd, that 
they (​The Times​) should praise my characters when I meant to have none.” 
37 Ye’ela (Ela) Wilchanski.  
38 ​Oxford English Dictionary​. 2nd ed. 20 vols. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989. 
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through force of proximity, and the mutual resistance of my crew, you’ll be glad to know, 
we got a weather of your wake, and are back on course. 
 
And I’m not like you V. I find sameness unappealing, which makes new possibilities of 
kinship even more exciting. It’s over with us. I’ll still be attracted to your sentences 
despite myself, and probably write you occasionally. c.h.a.m.p.s.  will be relieved that 39
we’re putting you to rest for a while. I’ve learned a lot from our relationship and really 
value the work you did. It just wasn’t enough. And I need some space. I have work to do 
that you can’t help with, where you have in fact led me astray. It’s not your fault. I take 
responsibility for my own shortcomings—ways in which I have been manipulated by 
inept socialization. Utopia isn’t somewhere we ever actually get to. Something is always 
missing. But it doesn’t need to be pleasure that’s missing. Acting from a place of desire 
is imperative to anything we would want to call a revolution. How these modes of 
attraction effect our economic discourse is something you write about, but only within a 
limited social paradigm. And I hate to say it, but you spent too much time languishing in 
your own depression, when there were so many suffering much greater subjugation 




39 c.h.a.m.p.s [complimenta happened and more projects subsequently / come here and move people slowly] 






































1. ​^AWohW​: ​Duet​. Chip Chapin and Ursula Marcussen. Hunter MFA Gallery, N.Y., 
November 25, 2019. Video still from documentation by Brooke Stoker. 
 
2. ​Hay Bales. ​Chip Chapin and Elliott Elliott. Enfield, N.Y., July 10, 2018. Video still from 
documentation by Jordan Loeppky-Kolesnik.  
 
3. ​^AWohW​: ​Sextet w/ Haybale.​ Chip Chapin, Matthias Kodat, Kristina Schmidt. Hunter 
MFA Gallery, November 25, 2019. Video still from documentation by Brooke Stoker.  
 
4. ​^AWohW​: ​Fan (east facing). ​2000-4000 CFM 32” x 14” x 29”. Metal vent, disco light, 
Grundrisse ​(Penguin Classics), cinderblock, carpet fan, duct, wall interior. Hunter MFA 
Gallery, November 30, 2019. ​ ​Photo by Chip Chapin.  
 
5. ​^AWohW​:​ Fan (west facing). ​2000-4000 CFM. 32” x 14” x 29” metal vent, disco light, 
Grundrisse ​(Penguin Classics), cinderblock, carpet fan, duct, wall interior. Hunter MFA 
Gallery, November 30, 2019. Photo by Chip Chapin. 
 
6. ​^AWohW​:​ Curtain​. 70 lbs. 20 yards of linen, airplane wire, steel, thread, red pen. 
Hunter MFA Gallery, November 30, 2019. Photo by Clive Zheng.  
 
7. ​^AWohW​: ​Trio w/ Curtain​. Charmaine Bee, Matthia Kodat, Leah Wilkes.  Hunter MFA 
Gallery, November 20, 2019. Video still from documentation by zaybra. 
 
8. ​^AWohW​: ​Solo w/ Irrigation. ​Chip Chapin. November 14, 2019, Hunter MFA Gallery. 
Photo by Yoshiko Chuma.  
 
9. ​^AWohW​:​ Duet w/ Mound/Pit. ​Chip Chapin and Ursula Marcussen. Hunter MFA 
Gallery, November 25, 2019. Video still from documentation by Brooke Stoker. 
 
10. ​^AWohW​: ​Solo w/ Park Bench.​ Chip Chapin, Matthias Kodat, Randy. Hunter MFA 
Gallery, November 14, 2019. Video still from documentation by Brooke Stoker.  
 
11. ​^AWohW​: ​Park Bench. ​154 lbs. 6’ x 3’ x 2’.1939 Worlds Fair Bench designed by 
Robert Moses and Kenneth Lynch, fabricated by Kenneth Lynch: iron, steel, oak painted 
Central Park green, engraved brass plaque. ​I felt a part of the landscape I could get 
behind - I wanted to climb on top of you. November 12, 2018 ​ - Chip Chapin. Photo by 
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